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Introduction

With the advent of Plastics came the knowledge

that an extender or filler should be added to them to make

them cheaper and also to impart to them desirable proper-

ties which they did not themselves possess,.

Because of its abundance, purity, low price, and

satisfactory physical properties, wood flour soon became

the leader in the field of plastic fillers. Within recent

years, practically every possible type of vegetable and

mineral filler has been used. Some of these are carbon,

mica, asbestos, corn stalks, peanut shells, and wheat

straw. Usually When some filler material, other than the

generally accepted wood flour is used, it is to impart some

special property to the molded product. Mica might be

added to increase the electrical resistance of the product,

asbestos to improve the heat resistance or insulation pro-

perties. Where cheapneos is of prime importance some mat-

erial such as corn stalks might be used. All of these

fillers, however, impart undesirable properties along with

thir desirable ones. The mica, for instance, would make

its parent product very brittle, and the asbestos introduces

special problems of molding and preform technique. Disre-

garding,however, the specific cases in which special pro-

perties are desired, the trend in research has been to find

a filler which will exceed standard wood flour filler in
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its general and average physical properties, taking into

account, of course, such factors as cost, purity, uniform-

ity of product, and availablity.

It is usually agreed that of all the physical

and mechanical properties considered, impact resistance is

the most important and needs most improvement. It is the

purpose of this report to determine the physical and mech-

anical properties of a plastic extended ;ith a new type of

wood flour filler and to compare these results with those

obtained fror a plastic filled with the standard commercial

type of wood flour filler. Eccause of its inherent nature,

it is hoped that this tyoc 'of filler will increase the impact

strength of the plastic in particular.

Before 4oing into any test procedure it might

be well to point out the limitations of any data on strength

properties of molded phenolic plastics obtained with stand-

ard specimens and standard methods of testing. Specific data

of this type, as in this case, is usually obtained in accord-

ance with methods of testing established by the American

Society For Testing Materials. (1)*

Manufacturers acknowledge that a "molding mater-

ial, which on standard test pieces seems superior, may show

up in actual production as being inferior to another material

which on standard test pieces reveals a lower order of desir-

able properties". (2)

*Nurbers in italics refer to literature cited and will be found
in bibliorraphy.
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These discrepancies encountered in .ctual pro-

duction are ttributed to peculiarities of design, size,

shape, and variations in molding conditions and not to in-

herent differences in the test materials. It is, of course,

the main purpose of arm report to make possible r wise and

equitable use of the data obtained to the industry concerned.

It is with this thought in mind that this note in introduced.

If results brought out by this report see-- excessively in-

clined, there is sufficient reason to believe that they will

also be so inclined if.and when Yut to practical use. There

is, however, no definite assurance that this will be the case.
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Preliminary Study

Woodflour's greatest inherent weakness is the

low impact strength it imparts to its parent plastic. The

commercial type of woodflour filler is made on a hamermill

grinder and the resultant product lacks a definite fibrous

structure. It is because of this lack of fibrous structure

that a wood-flour filled plastic has a low impact strength.

r. Meharg (3) points out thI t a flour prepared on an altri-

tion mill would have a more fibrous structure and consequently

would be better for molded plastic products requiring a high

impact strength.

'."ile doing plastics research at this University

it occured to Yr. L. A. Patronsky that a fibrous wood-flour

could be produced by running a board through a jointer'or

planer at right angles to the rain. ?reliminary experiments

showed such a flour actually obtainable . The author was then

delegated to carry on a more thorough investigation of this

type of flour.

Planing At Right Angle Standard Planing
To Fibers
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PROCEDURE

Preparation of Flour

The jointer used was a six inch bench type jointer.

The species of wood was white pine (Pinus lambertiana). The

depth of cut was adjusted so that a desirable size of fiber

was obtained. By measurements with a machinists micrometer

the most desirable depth of cut was found to be between .002

and .005 inches. The size of fiber is also determined by

the rate of feed and the speed of the cutter.head. Since the

feeding was done manually, the operator maIntained what he

considered a reasonably fast, safe, and not too tiresom,1e rate

of feed. hairtaining this feed speed as much as possible,

three cutter head speeds were tried. The highest feed pro-

duced a fiber too fine for the purpose. The lowest feed pro-

duced a lnrger fiber in general and a number of very large

torn fibers, probably from the ends of the board. For the

rate of feed speed used, the medium cutter head speed (7100

r.p.m.) was found most desirable. In actual production, of

course, the hijhest speeds concurrent ith jood results could

be used. The flour was collected in a clean psn and was mixed

to account for any variations in cutting.

MIXING

It was decided that three proportions of resin and

flour combinations should be tested. The resin used was Dr-

ite S-2692, a phenol-formaldehyde molding resin. A medium
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texture commercial type of wood flour filler was used as a

control. The medium texture being defined as all passing

through a number 50 sieve and being retained on a number 20

sieve. The control flour also ws white pine, but in this

case was Pinus strobus. The difference between P. strobus

and P. lambertiana can be considered insgnificrnt as far as

their effect on the nhsical and mechanicsl properties of

the pl-stic is concerned.

The proportions of resin nd flour in theY mixtures

is given below. These mixtures will be referred to, herein-

after, by their numbers.

Tyne of Flour Mixture No. Resin Flour

Comerciai 1 30 70

2 40 60

II 3 50 50

Fibrous 4 30 70

5 40 60

6 50 50

Proper proportions of resin and flour were weighed to

give a batch weighing two pounds. This mixture was rlaced in

a ball mill and was mixed for 10 minutes + 1 minute. After

this preliminary dry mixing it is customary to compound the

mixtupe on a Thropp mifl. This copounding operation heats

the resin to a plastic stage and coats the individual fibers

with resin. It also advences the polymeriz Haic to sore ex-

tent, depending on the tempera ture of the rolls and the con-
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pounding time. After the com-(-ounding o-aeration, the mixture

of resin and flour is in a hard sheet-like form and must,

therefore, be ground, on an Pttritio n or harmermiil, to -proper
size for molding operations. D5ecause grinding of this sort

wrould break- the long fibers of the flour being tested, an al-

tern<_tive method of coc tiny: the fibers iith resin h-_d to be

adornted. This method-was an acetone rmix.

A certain amount of acetone was olaced na 500 cc.

beaker ^_nd a decided upon amou~nt of resin flour mixture w-as

added and stirred coimletely. Kix.ng of this type, although

it Ooes not advance the n)olymnerizat ion stage of the resin, coats

the individual fibers writh resin so that uniformity of mix-

ture is insured thrrm;,-hout the rreforilng end molding mnera tion.s,

an d no separation of flour and resin is possible. To decrease

the bulk factor of tbe control mixtures it w-,as found expedient

to :pass the mold. n ° powder through a number 12 <-iove after it

had dried corpletely. It wiaas inssible to do t1-1 1S with the

new type of filler b)ecause of th1e firer length.

The ratios of resin& flour mrixture and acetone used

were as followrs:

100 ccos. of acetone per 0.2 pounds of r ix nurbor 1
It it t It 0 0 t it etiiit 2

it t If i t HIf 0.25 H Ht H i 3

It H HI it It 0.1 it it it IH 4

it If IT I ftiIt 0.15 H Ht it H 5

it If it It it 0.2 It If it IH 6
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PREFORKING

After the mixing with acetone, and consequent dry-

ing, the powrer was ready for preformin 9nd molding. Three

types of ^pecimens were molded, a bar 3/8" x 1/2" x 5", a bar

1/4" x 1/2" x 5", and a disk 2" in diameter and 1/8" thick.

The bars were first preformed in a specially con-

structed mold under 8,000 p.s.i. in a Riehle testing machine.

(Figure 1). The weight of powder necessary to produce a

specimen of a desired size was found by experimentation. This

amount varied with each of the three mixes, because of their

difference in specific ravity. In most cases, however, this

difference was taken care of by the allowed tolerances of dim-

ension. The following weights of powder were found to give

the proper dimension.

Mixture Vumbers 3/8" Bars 14"'Bars 2" Dicks

1 and 4 21 gs. 13.5 gms. . 9.0 gms.

2 and 5 21 gls. 13.5 gins. 8.8 0ms.

3 and 6 20.5 gims. 13.0 ems. 8.5 gins.

Except for the fact that the new type flour, because

of its high bulk factor, was more difficult to weigh and

handle in the preform mold, no difficulties were encountered

in the bar preforming operations.

Io preforming operation was needed for the disks

molded from the control flour. The flour was compact enough

so that it fit in the chase of the mold with ease. The fibrous

flour, having a higher bulk factor, had to be preformed. A

oiece of &luminum sheet was shaped to form a shim for the
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chase of the mold (Fiure 2). This allowed for t~e necessary

difference in size between the preform and the mold. A wooden

plunger was turned to fit this shimmed hole, and the preform-

ing operation was carried on as usual.

MOLDING

The molding was done in an Elmes 20-ton, hand oper-

ated, hydraulic press (Figure 3). The mold for the bars was

designed so that five bars could be molded at the same time.

These bars were numbered from 1 to 5 in the following manner.

grrrom: P4A'

Because the press was not designed for holding a mold of this

type, uneven temperature distributions were encountered. It

was noted that bar No. 3 always turned out better than bars

2 and 4, and that bars 2 and 4 were better than bars 1 and 5.

The defective bars appeared not to have enough resin in them,

i.e., the ends and centers of the bars were mostly loose wood

flour filler. The bars, however, all had the same ano'unt of

resin in them. The rea,-on for the defective an.peararnce -.as

thpt the 1 and 5 cavities wn7rertly did not beco e hot enou h

s.th resultant slow flow of rocin an' c defective spoci en.
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The specimens were molded at a tenperature of 3200 F,. + 50F.,

and a pressure of 2500 p.s.i + 500 p.s.i. for 10 minutes.

These conditions were chosen as a mean to satisfy conditions

prescribed by the American Society For Testing Ma terials and

those suggested by the producers of the resin. It may be

noted here tbat those specIfications set forth by the American

Society For Testing Materials on plastics were followed through-

out these tests as much as was possible with the equipment at

hand.

Except for the aforementioned incomplete flow of resin

in some bars due to uneven temperature distributions, no mold-

ing troubles such as blis t er ing or e xc e s sive f lash formation

were encountered. A zinc stearate powder was used to lubricate

the molds so that the specimens would not stick excessively.

Molding temperatures were recorded, throughout each 10

minute molding period. Fi re 4 is a sample of such a temper-

ature variation chart.



Testing Data UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

/o -A

Specimen No. .3--

Diameter ..2. ----

Thickness...1_924

7o loss in wt. on initial drying Water absorption in 24 hrs.

Original Wt. (gr.) -6203

Date and time placed in oven .2:0.

Date and time removed from over .2:20

Conditioning time 24 hours

Conditioning temp. (F.) 2*.

Wt. after conditioning (gr.) _."---

% loss in wt..---..............

Remarks: -.....................

Form 58t6 1-42 IM

Conditioned wt. (gr.) 8.06130

Date and time placed in water .2 30

Date and time removed from water 2 ? 0-
Wet weight (gr.).----6710

% water absorption ... 0.67

Observations as to
warping, cracking, etc.:...........

smooth- no defects

. -

Specimen No. 3-3

Date molded 12-17-46

Wt. molding powder (gr.) 8.8

Molding conditions 320 -

2500 ± 500 p.s.i.

10 minutes molding time

Remarks:

Molding time
(minutes) Mold temp. (F)

T.B. C. 316
3 318
4 319
5 320
6 321
7 322
8 323
9 325
10 325
11

12
13
14_ _ _ _ _ _

Average 322.

.IG E 4

olding 7ocord Card Thowing T 4mrature ariation
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TESThS ON PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Water Absorption

Scope of test: This test covers the procedure for determin-

ing the relative water absorption rate of the molded specimens.

Just as the physical and mechanical properties of wood are

affected by changes in moisture content, so are those of a

molded plastic product. Changes in the moisture content affect

the electrical resistance, appearance, specific gravity, and

various mechanical properties. The effect on these properties

brought about by the ch:nges in moisture content due to water

absorption varies with the shape, surface condition (whether

molded or machined); type of. exposure, and the inherent proper-

ties of the plrstic and its filler.

Apparatus: (a) An analytical balance, weighing accurately to

tenths of milligrams ( 1/10,000 ms.).

(b) An oven capable of maintainIng a temperature

of 1220'. + 5°F.

(c) Circulating water bath capable of maintaining

a temperature of 77°F. + 5*F.

(d) A micrometer measuring to an accuracy of one

thousandth of an inch (.001")

Specimens: The specimens of molded plastic were 2" in diameter

and 1/8" (.125") thick . Permis sable variation in thi ck, e s s as

+ .007". The specimens were molded in accordance with the

molding procedure already set forth.

Conditioning': The s pecirens were washed with' wite ga s to remove
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any rease that might change their water absorption rroperties.

Each specimen was then weighed and its mean thickness recorded.

The specimens were plvced in the conditioning oven at a temp-

erature of 122 + 50 F. for 24 hours. The specimens were weighed,

measured, and placed in the oven at ten minute intervals so

that each specir'en# was subjected to exactly the sane drying

tire.

Procedure: The conditioned specimens were removed from the

oven at ten minute intervals, were weijhed, and were placed on

edge and entirely i mersed in the constant temperature bath.

At the end of the 24 hours, the specimen s were removed from the

water at ten minute intervals, wiped dry, and weigjed inmediately.

Any changes '.n r^pearance such as checing or blistering were

noted at the time of weighing.

Calculations:

The percentage increase in weight during immernion was

calculated to the nearest .01 percent as follows:

Tncrease in wt., percent = Iet wt. - conditioned wt. X 100
Conditioned weight
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Spec. Thick- orig. f Wt~fit ;v e t % bo Aver-J
I~. ness W.~ei -t tzn1 a ___7__,____e

1--1 .123F 8.3^153 8.312218.9950 2.19

1-2 .123168128. X033 '8.9590" l1.76

1-3 .123 43.3 173 i 8.2X092 ! 8.9606 1.72 1.9

x"_725_A,8.761Q&8.8540QL 1.06 V
2-2__ _ 126' 6E21 p

8
.

6 5 
) 

0  8.7480 "# 1 1 5 . E 0 : 41 0
S1~C. 5866 3.574860_094 14

3-l.124 8.6208_'8.613018.67101_0.67 1

32 .123 8.250 ._83.618.2 8.6760< 0.67

3- 116 X.00 I1.02 31 .09041t 0.72 0.69

4-1 .123 188556 8.3.8518 9.0820{} 2.60 _

42.122 18.8820 18.8684 ! 9.0950 2.55 ~-_

S4-3 0121 8.8015 8.79091 9.0100 i 2.49 2.55

5- .123 8.389718.8814j 9.03501 1.73l

5-2 . 124 8,8420 {8.8317 89701 1.64

.13 8.7836 18.77 30.l -8.9150 , 1.62 1.69

.18__20 i8236 ,8.3250 0.99

6-2 .124 8.72631 8.7205_ 8.9050' 0.97I

.-... .- --_" 13 X86305 8.6254 3?.7070 0.95 0.97

... ,t..¢. ._ -.--- - 4 -.... _

#_ .x, ------------------. _- ;I - * - ------ 4. --__ --_--
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Conclusion:

We can definitely conclude that the new fibrous filler

absorbs more water than does the standard commercial type.

Prom the data sheet and the acco-panying graph we can see that

the higher the flour content, -the greater the water absorotion.

This, however, is true of all ve, etable filler materials.

Except for the 70:' filler, 30. resin combination, the

disks made with the commercial flour filler did not show any

signs of blistering or surface deterioration. The 70 filler

disks did have water blisters, as did all of the new flour

resin combinations. The severity of the bliterin- increased

with the flour content and the water absorption. The rbsorp-

tion in some of these disks was high enough so that beads of

water effused when the blisters were pressed.

We con see that this new type offlour could not be

used wherever a low water absorpt.on rate is desired. Sore

products recuiring a low water absorption rate woulV be battery
t

cases, telephones, and automobile distributor caps.

We must not conclude from this one test that the new

type of filler is inferior to the standard commercial type.

It may, in all of the other tests, be far superior. Even though

it does have a high water absorption rate, and is, therefore,

eliminsted from certain uses, there still are a multitude of

products for which it can be used.
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY

Scope of Test:

This method of test procedure is conducted to deter-

line the specific gravity of the molded plastic. This method

of test is bv sed on the displ ce 'ent of an equal volume of

liquid and the resultant change In weijht of the specimen.

The liquid used was water since a phenol-formaldehyde plastic

is unaffected by it. The specif-ic gravity of plastics is ex-

pressed as the rastio of the weight of a given volume of mater-

ial at 254C. (77 0 F.) to that of an equal volume of water at

the same tempera ture .

Appara tus:

A. An analytical balance capable of weighing accurately

to tenths of milligrams.

E. A pan straddle for the balance.

C. A circulating air oven capable of maintaining a

temperature of 1"2 0F. + 541.

D. A dessiccator containin; anhydrous calcium chloride.

Specimens:

The specimens for this test were cut from the 3/8" x

1/2" x 5" bars. The sides were made smooth by trimming so

that no rough surface remained to entangle air bubles. The

specimen was of such a size as to fit conveniently in the

beaker and also to conform to A.S.T.M. specifications stating

that the specimen should weigh between one qnd five :rams. A

specimen between four and five rams was chosen since it would

give more ac cur te results than a smaller specimen.
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Conditioning:

The specimens were conditioned for .a period of 48 hrs.

at a temperature of 122 + 5'F. The s pecimnns were allowed to

cool in a dessiccator over anhydrous calciumi chloride for a

period of at least 3 hours prior to actual testing.

Procedure:

The specimen was tied to a fine wire which was hung

on one of the hooks of the pn support. The specimen was

then weighed to the nearest 0.10 mg. This weight was called

"a", the weight in air. The specimen was imrersed in the

beaker of distilled water raintained at a temperature of 770

+ 0.20F., all 'Idhering air bubbles were removed with a camnol's

hair brush, and the second weight was taken. This -%eight was

called "b", the weight in water.

Calculations:

The specific gravity of the plastic is calculated and

recorded as follows:

Specific Gravity, 250/250C. (77 0 /77 0 .) = a
a - b

Where:

A = weight in ms. of sample in air.

b = weight in gmis. of sample in water, at 770?.
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Conclusion:

in most research protects, specific gravity determin-

ations are made simply to give a rel' tive indication of a

material's weight per unit vol'ime ratio. Very seldon is this

data put to any gre-.t use. In the pl^stics industry, however,

the specific gravity of a certain filler might very well he

the factor determining its acceptance for use. (2). This is

all because the plastics people buy their materials on a weight

basis and sell them on a volume basis. If they buy a light

filler they will obtain more articles per unit volume than if

they buy a heavy filler.

Specific gravity determinations indicate that the new

wood flour filler gives v more dense plastic than the commer-

cial type of flour. Since exactly the same amounts of flour

were used in both cases and similar preform and moulding con-

ditions were u. ed, one would assume that the specific gravities

would be similar. The difference must lie in the fact that

the fibrous filler compresses more than the commercial type.

This is partly accounted for in the fact that the longer fibers

tend to align themselves all in one direction and therefore are

more coI-pact. Everyone 1knows that you can peck more cons in a

box if they are aligned correctly than if they are thrown in

helter-skelter.

Assumirg the costs of ma nufacturing the same for the

two ty yes of fillers, the new tpe of filler would be more e:Den-

sive to use. This cost difference, if slight, however, could

easily be outwei2ghed if the flour imperted any outstnding

physical or mec'anic5l nroporties to the plastIc.
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HARDNESS

Scope of Test:

This method covers the procedure for determining the

indentation hardness of the specir'ens by means of the Fock-

well hardness tester.

Apparatus:

(a) A stand: rd Rockwell Tardness T ester equipped with

a flat anvil.

(b) A conditioning oven capable of maintaining a tem-

perature of 122° + 5F.

(c) A desiccator containing anhydrous calcium chloride.

(d) Licrometers -easuring to an accuracy of .001".

Specimens:

The specimens used for this test were the broken impact

strength specimiens. They met the requirements of being 1/2"

wide and at least 1/4" trick. Although not bving an area of

1 square inch, tests showed tit results were not affected

since the specilens were thick enough so that no impression

showed on the reverse side, and were wide enough so that no

chipping or creeping resulted. The actuol area was .625 square

inches.

Conditioning:

The specim,,ens -. ere conditioned at 122° + 5F. -for 48

hours. TThon removal from the oven they were cooled n a des-

iccator over anbydrouis calcivum chloride for at least 3 hor-rs.

Arb.
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Procedure:

The snecimens were first measured for thickress and

were then placed on the anvil of the testing machine. The

minor load of 10 kilo rams was aplied and the zero setting

on the gauge gade within 10 seconds. Immedi tely after the

zero settin was ride, the major lord of 1)0 kilograms was

applied. The major lo^d Ts aolied Lor a poriod of only 8

seconds to (revent creeing and the possibility of the weight

arm resting on the link pin. The readingson the red scale

were taken to the nearest full scale division reached within

45 seconds of removing the ma jor load.
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Conclusion:

Since there seen.s to be some unreasonable variation in

the results obtained, we shall not consider them as being

definitely conclusive. Vince, b.o:ever, there has been no pur-

poseful or knowingly accidental iisinterpretation of d-ta or

test procedure, we can definitely say the results obtained -re
indicative of the relative hardness factors of the tested plastic.

The olastic filled with the new type of filler is hrder

than the co:m-ercial flour filled plastic. The liYrdness in-

creases with r decrease in flour filler content. This increase

in hardness can be explained by the same reasoning given for

the increase in specific graovity. The new type of filler com-

presses more than the co-rrercial filler giving a more dense

and harder end product.

There is no reason why batches 2 and 3 should have the

same hardness factors. Although all of the hardness factors

are rather close, these two batches would probably show a

difference if more tests were run. If we conclude that the

straight line relationship shown by batches 4, 5, and C is a

true one, then we can also assume that batch number 2 is too

high and batch snurfer 1 is too low. Adjusting these two values,

we have a straight line relationship with a slope equal to that

of the other three batches.

A higher hardness factor, as shown by the new type of

filler, is a desirable property in a plastic. Exeept in a

very few specialized cases, a harder plastic is always a better
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plastic. Some people, on first thought, migh t think this

an erroneous conclusion, because they always associate hard-

ness 1::ith brittleness. The two factors are not corollaries,

however, and what effect the new type of filler has on brittle-

ness we shcll hve to see.
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IVECIANICAL PROPERTIES

Compression

Scone of test:

This test is designed to deterrine the compressive

strength of the plastic under standard conditions of nretreat-

nent and testing machine speed. Comressive strength is de-

fined as the maximum comress ive stress carried by a test spec-

imen during a compression test.

App^ ra tus:

(a) A 60,000 pound Piehle Test!ng KachIne.

(b) A compres sion tool for applying the lo d to the

specinen. This tool (figure 5) was Kesigned so that the lo_d-

ing was truly axial, and so that tin contact surfaces o:ere

flat and parallel with the ends of the specimens.

(c) Micrometers reading to an accuracy of 0.001".

(d) Circulatin g sir oven caoable of m.intainin a tem-

perature of 122° + 54,.

(e) A desicc_ tor containing anhydrous calczium chloride.

Specimens:

The speclrens were orisms 1 inch in length, 1/2" wide,

and 3/8" thick. They were cut from the molded 5" bars. The

ends were machined so that they were parallel within 0.001".

Condit ioning:

2he specimens were preconditioned In a circulatin- air

oven n t a temeratume of 122 + 50 F. for 48 hours. They were

cooled in a desicca tor over anhydrous calcium chloride for 16
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hours prior to actual testing. The specimens were removed

from the desiccator one at a ti-me for testing.

Procedure:

The specimens were measure d f or length, width, and

thickness, and were then placed in the compression tool. Care

was taken to align the center line of the specimen with the

center line of the punder. The cross-head of the machine was

brought down until it contacted the plunger which contacted

the specimen. The load was applied a t a rate of .20" per min.

until the specimen ruptured. The m.ximum load was then re-

cord.ed.

Calculations:

The compressive strength was calcula ted by dividing

the maximum load by the original cross sectional area of the

specimen. This strength is expressed in pounds per square inch.
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*.. f PtTm -'n 0 ; ,n, ntAr g urni inch
Q ~l~l LVt i L i s ALl .L]a A % I

Spec. Lenc~th Wdth Tick-Cross
I I Sect. Mx onr

I ITo . _____ __ ne ss Load Stre ss ___

1-1-1 .997 .501 .392 .19641 4,665 23,752 __

1-1-w2 .995 . 504 .391 .1971 4,665 23___6 ___8

1-01-3 _989 .507 i.400 .2028 A4i775j23 5K.

1-1 .99'51 .403 ."019 4 764 23,576 ___

1..2 -2 1..00 .503 . 44 *2Q5______ 2

~Ave aej 1-_____ I -
________________________ ____________________ I______________________ ____________________ _____________________ _____________________ _____________________ _____________________ ______________

2-12 I1QQ 9Q3 -.S2 19 21 B4 16A 9 4

1-3. .995 .506 .385 .1948 4, 835 '____

2.2.1m.1 000 _ .501 .*376 1884 5,45 21a0

22-2 __999_ .503 .372 ____ 5_____27_365_

3-1-1_998__49_.38 .1916 C815_5_130

.997__ 5_1_3_ 0 .1904 4 375__22_97

196

~ K:00
-I .501

" I

.4 95E *190041,900 4 17 8
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S'LI T- ?COLFR,,E3IQI- LKSIS --aoniaied

ThikCross lax. Compr.
Spec. Length Width1Thk Sect. LodSrsC___ __No.* nessLodSrsI

4-1-1 .999 j.500O..385 .1925 4,700 24,4161
14-21 1.000 .504_ .369 .. 8_4__9 9 2 2901t .

4-1-3 1.00 .507 08 192 4p90296
42 21.000 .505 .366 .1848 43'75 123x6741

4-w2"-3 _10 _00 _a_,507 __ __ ______ ___ 2_9___

_A___ I ___4___8

5--3 .__9_05075_.388 192 , 462,9

5 -1-2 _1_000 .506 .374 .1923 63405_25_11

II __ ___ _ __ _ _

5.2-21*00 .05 .375 .1894- 2052 2 ._.__

j.5231.000 f.506 .38 .1934 980 5,P761 _

______1______1!_____1 ___ __________ _____ ___

6-1-4 999 .49 7 .385 .'1913'4,10 2,79
6-2 1 .997 501 .376 -A.1884 4,385 2327

623 1."')01 __" E_6 1 .369 .1867 4,500 24,103

~Av~a~eI~ I23,73r2
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Conclusion:

In general we -ay conclude thwt the new type of filler

is stronger in compression than the commercial filler. Although

the coamoercial filler did show a higher coo-pressive stress in

the 70-30 proportion, this proportion of filler and resin is

seldom used in industry and has been included here for exper-

irental purposes only.

Tpon examining the results and. the included graph, we

observe that $e the 60-40 proportion of filler and resin was

the ntrongest. The 50-50 and 70-30 proportions not having much

difference. For some inberent reason the 50-50 proportion of

filler nd resin is Plways week in compression. This fact is

SUported in a work done by Professors Kynoch n nd Patronsky

at this University in 1942 (9). If a 60 resin and 40: filler

coirbination had been run, we probably would hove found an in-

crease in compressive strength equal to that of the 40- resin

and 60% filler combination.

A high compressive strength is important in a Mdastic

since rnost of the forces plasti.c articles are exposed to are

compressive forces, or at least have components of compressive

forces.
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FLEXURAL STRENGTH

Spe ofTest:

This test covers the procedure for determining the

flexural properties of the plastic in question.

Apparatus:

(a) A Riehle Testing Machine with a constant rate of

crosshead movement, and in which the error for indicated loads

is less than one percent. The loading nose of the testing

device (figure 6) has a radius of 1/8". The supporting arms

are of the round-nosed type and have the same radius as the

loading device nose. These supports are adjustable so that

the span-depth ratio can be varied if necessary.

(b) A circulating air oven capable of maintaining a

tomerature of 122 + 5°F.

(c) A desiccator containing anhydrous calcium chloride.

(e) Micrometers reading to an accuracy of 0.001".

STpecirrens :

The spechmens used for this test were the 5" x 1/2"? x

1/4" molded bars. The span used was 4 inches which gives a

span-depth ratio of 16.

Condeitioning:

AJl specimens were conditioned at 122 + 5°F. for 42 hrs.

after which they were dried "or -t least 3 ho'urs over rwh:Tdrous

calciUm chloride.
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Procedure:

The width and thickness of each specimen was measured

at midspan to the nearest 0.001". The spen length was constant

at 4 inches. The specimen was properly aligned on the aupport-

ing arms and the loading nose was brought into contact with it.

The Ames dial was set at zero and the lord was arplied. The

rate of crosshe,-'6 motion in this test was less than 0.05 inches

per minute so that deflection gauge readings could be made

accurately. Deflection readings here taken for each 10 pound

increrientsof load until the load reacrThed 90 pounds. The in-

crements were then reduced to 5 p-unds. Stress-stran curves

were plotted from this data, and the mximuri load was recorded.

FigLe '7 is an example of such a stress-strain curve.

Calculations:

The maximum fiber stress was calculated as follows:

S = 3PL

2bd3

Where: S = maximum fiber stress in pounds per square inch.

P = breaking point in pounds.

L = distance between supports in inches.

b = width of beam in inches.

d = (entb of beam in inches.

The isodulus of Eleticktytt ws cdlculated as follows:

E Bb2p

4 b (3
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Where:EB = modulus of elasticity in bending in pounds per

square inch.

L = dis tanc e between supports in inches.

b = width of beam in inches.

d = death of beam in inches.

P = slope of .load deformation curve in pounds per
Y

inch of deflection.
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FLEXLIRAL TEST RE STTJL TS

S = pounds per square inch.

7B 1,000 pounds per square inchTi k- C os a. T x 1 d 1 s o

Spc wdhSect. Kiber

No _____ ness n iLoad ____ lasti 9IL

1-2-1 . ' 501 .241 1.1207 No __ ____ _ _

1- E .0 242 .1210 120 11,9001 1294

1-2-3 f .500 - .243 1 .1215 130_1,801,0

1-24 .97 *247k .122'7 115 11,3111 1,283

1,-25' .4991 .247 .1232 120 ____ ____1,8

eragej ______'___ 
~A?

195*90__9I0_ _ __ _ __4_ _

t2-2-1 .500 .243 .1215 95 9301j.7

2..2-2 .500 .244 .1220 a100 9, 836 ___.1,169

2-2m3 .502 .244 .1225 j 10 I1 ,_---__ __ __ __

2__2 __4 1.497 .246 .1223 I 15 1138.1 s169

2-- 47 .24'7 .1227 110 10, 8191 _l__ o 1,06 ___

Average - - _ _ _'____ ____ _..._____

I I
1 I

3-2-5

.235 .1.189j 100 9,96 ._t112

. 509 -_".240 i
1 2 2 2  110 I10,611 __ 1,123

. .497 .24± .1225 100 !9, 868 - 1.1,11.0

.49g .248 . 1237 _ 115 1,. 83 _093

10 I,l19 l.90 t8

4 o________ __
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_______-TEXTRLTEST 
PFJSTLTS (continued)

Cross - Max.3T
Sbec. lWidth Thick- Icss Max. Fiber .odi us of
No. ness Area Load Eatct-

__ (d) b)(P) ( S) (E )I

4-1-1 .499 .247 1232 145 14,-46 10427

4-1-2 .5011 .242 1 1212- 155 _ 15,321 __ 11,568

4-1-3 .502 .243 .1220M 130 12j,745 ___1525

4-1 -4~ .493 I .248! .1223 150 14,95 1,386

4-- 6492 25 .1230j 140 13,9884 i1, 523 ___

!Average _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4_ _ _ _ _

5-1-1 .500 1 .242 .1210 140 113,884 1498

5"-1--2 I.502 ".242 .12 15 145 14,262

+5_1-3_ .5_ *24.4_ .1227j'155 14,_587_1,_49
___-__--,-_____ . 14,587-_--

3 13451,495-1-4 .499 .242 j.1207 13 1,45_140

5-1-5 .502 .242 .1215 135 12,786____1,776

t I
6-1-1 .500 .245 .1225 125 1,24-124 --

6i-1-3f.503 .245w-13 25__112,2546 1 _-_ l

6-1-4 .498 "_250 __ 1245_y125 t12,p096  f1 153_
4 40415310

6-1- 1.1252 ~1140 13 440l__ 1,t10

412,14 1278
IrkVeraj_®_ 4

S
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Conclusion:

The new type of wood flour shows a higher flexural

strength both in Maximum fiber stress and in 1vodulus of Elas-

ticity than does the commercial filler. The flexural strength

however, decreases with a decrease in filler content which was

not true of either the.compressive strength or the hardness

factors. This 4 s easily understood however, since we know

that wood is a much more elastic material than pure phenol-

formaldehyde resin. The term'elasticity itself may be mislead-

ing, however, since it is the ability to resist bending and

not break that determines flexural strength.

Although plestics are not often used in a beam form

where they are exrosed to pure bending stresses, flexural

strength data is important in the desi n of cert in plastics

articles for industrial applicstions and as a relative means

of comparison where an all around stronger article is desired

but no stress calculations are to be made.

Although the cormercial type of wood flour is strong

enorgh in flexural strength for almost all uses, some advantage

might be made of the still higher flexural strength of the new

filler.
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IMPACT

Scope of Test:

This method of test is intended to determine the rel-

ative susceptibility to fracture by shock of 'the plastic mater-

ial as indicated by the energy expended by a standard type of

impact machine. The impact machine used in this test was of

the Izod type. The specimen is tested as a vertical cantilever

beam and requires a notch in all cases. The notch is intended

to produce a standard degree of stress concentration.

Apparatus:

(a) Izod impact machine (figure 8).

(b) Means of clamping the specimen so that it is at

90* with the supporting edge.

(c) Means for determining the impact value of the spec-

imen which is the energy expended in breaking it. This value

is equal to the difference between the energy in the pendulum

blow and that remaining in the pendulum after breaking the

specimen.

(d) Circulating air oven capable of maintaining a temp-

erature of 1224 + 5*F.

(e) Desiccator containing anhydrous calcium chloride.

(f) Micrometers reading to an accur)cy of 0.001".

Specimeris:

The test snecirens conformed to the dimencions given

in 'iYure 2. The specimers were machined to these specifications

at the T niversity Tntrviment shop. The notch was formed with
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a special type milling cutter so teat it VPs straight, uni'orm,

and scratch free.

Conditioning:

Speci-ens were conditioned in a circulating air oven

at 122°F. + 5°F. for 48 hours and were dried in a desiccator

over anhydrous calcium chloride for t least 3 hours prior to

actual testing.

Procedure:

Adjustments were node for friction and .windage, and the

width along the notch was measured. The specimen was rigidly

clamped in the clamrping device with the center line of the notch

on a level with the top of the clri ping surf.ce, and the notch

facinc the direction of the blow. The pendulum was released

with a trigger and the reading in inch pounds was taken.

Calculations:

Since the readin s were in inch nond.s and the impact

values are expressed as foot pounds per inch of notch, it was

necessary to make a conversion. This was done by dividing the

recorded reading by 12 and the obtained value ojain by the

length of the notch.



IMtPACTPS 3,T T1TH ' ST PBSTJLTS ________

Soec long Inch. Foot Foot lb ./'nrch
No. ______ lbs. lbs. I__ _ o c

t1-1-2 ___ .398 __ ~ 1.2 0.100 ____ .251

___s__ __ __ L _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ _ __ _ __

1-2-_____386__ 12___ 9100 _2___ _ 6_____

2-1l-2 ~.382 1.2 ___-0 .262 ___

20m1-3 _ __ _ .393 _____ 1.2 __100 .254 .

2-2-2m ____ .366 3 .0 2 522 2,3G _ __ 1.21 .100 .275j

I _I _ __

'2402 -4 *1407 - 164 *.117 .287}
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___%-j 7510 224 _._
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____ I;"PA'CT TEST RESULTS (continued) __-

SpcWidth Inch Foot! t. lbs ./In.

-~ N o. A long lb s. lb s. of not hNoi41 -372 1. 754 1

2.1 .175cb .471

4-1-1 .3871 2.1 .170 __392

__-__2_'.382__ 2.1 .1758__443

-2 -3I1j8_ 1.8 .1506__.4392
22--1 -I_ __ __

4 ,- j _____ _____ .430 _ _

I t I

5-1-1 1377! 1.7 0141 3j .37

5-1-2 __ .375 j 1.8 .150 j 400 ___

5-- __.378 J1.8 ".150 ____ .396__

5..2-2{ _6380____ 10 ______-9

5-2-&.380 I .8.c .150 I.390
S Ave. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .391 _ _ _

-~6-1-1 L 0387__ 1.4 .117 .302

6-1-3 _1__ 389_ __ ___ 1.6____ 0133 (.342

6,w__1___ ,378

6-2-5 {.___*332

.4 I

1.8 -- .10.39

1.6 t .133 .351

-- 1.6 .133 .348

I-i--.349
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Conclusion:

As previously stated in this report, It was hoped tV-at,

due to the inherent physical chsracteristics of the new type

flour, it T ould increase in Harticular the impact strength of

the parent rlnstic. After viewing the results of the test,

we can assuredly conclude thrt our particular goal in this

research has been reached. On the averiame of all three filler

resin combinntions, the new type filler exceeds, in impact

strength, the comercial tyre by 46'. This increase of nearly

half the original strength should certainly suit the needs of

most present day manufacturers.

As brou ht out by this report one would think that the

industrialist finally has s. general purpose plastic the t can

be dropped nithout shattering. A word of csution as to hasty

conclusions concerning the industrial appliction of this data

is due. According to a work done by the >onsanto Chemical Co.

(4), the energy measured by the Izod type of Impct test often

obscures the true impect resistance of the mr terial by including

the energy obsorbed in tearing apart and throwing the broken

ends. The only signIficant portion of energy is that used in

fracturing the specimen.

if any values obtained are to be of any value in correl-

ating impact strength with other properties or fundamental

properties of v noterial, special machines or test methods

which measure energy Dnly to rupture should he used.
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Since, however, the same machine and test methods were

used in testing both types of fillers, we can assume thct they

2ive us a rel=tive indication of their impact properties. If

special machines or test methods were used, both materials

would probably be affected in a like manner.
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GENERAL SUL1 'ARY

An overall comparison of the effect of the new type of

fibrous filler, as compared to the old commercial type, on

the physical and mechanical properties of a phenol formaldehyde

plastic is due.

Relatively speaking, the effect of the new filler on

physical properties is positive in all three tests considered.

The plastic with the new filler absorbs more water, is more

dense, and is harder. Only one of these increases is desir-

able, however. An increase in water absorption is always un-

desirable. As explained previously., a filler that gives a

more dense product, is more expensive to the producer. The

increase in hardness and consequently to wear and abrasion

is a desirable increase.

It may be noted that although the hardness of the plastic

was increased, the impact strength did not decrease, but, on

the contrary, showed an increase of almost 50%. These increases

are very significant when considered jointly. An increase in

impact strength is always possible if the product is made softer

or more ductile. To increase both of these properties is truly

an addition to the strength and utility of the product and not

merely a modification of one property at the expense of another.

The increases in both compressive strength and flexural

strength are also s i_"nificant as far as indicatin. the over-

all superior strength of the plastic filled with the new type

of filler.
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